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A GEOMETRIC INVARIANT OF A FINITE GROUP
TORSTEN EKEDAHL
Abstrat. We study the lass of the lassifying stak of a nite group in a Grothendiek
group of algebrai staks introdued previously. We show that this lass is trivial in a
number of examples most notably for all symmetri groups. We also give some examples
where it is not trivial. The latter uses ounterexamples of Saltman and Swan to the problem
of Noether.
In [Ek09a℄ a Grothendiek group of algebrai staks was introdued and was identied with
a loalisation of the Grothendiek group of algebrai varieties. The purpose of this artile is to
investigate the lasses of staks whih an be onsidered to be at the opposite end of algebrai
varieties, the lassifying staks of nite groups.
After having given some general results on the lass in the Grothendiek group K0(Stckk) of
algebrai staks of the lassifying staks of nite groups we introdue the main idea that shall
be used to obtain information about suh lasses. It is to use a faithful linear representation
of the group that an be exploited in an indutive approah involving the subgroups that are
the stabilisers of vetors of the representation. This is then applied to the symmetri groups to
show that the lasses of their lassifying staks are equal to 1. In the proof a lambda struture
on K0(Stckk) using staky symmetri powers plays a ruial rle. In harateristi zero we
then ontinue and show that that lambda struture also an be desribed as a ertain natural
extension of the lambda struture on the Grothendiek group of varieties dened using ordinary
symmetri powers.
We go on to provide some non-triviality results. Our rst result in that diretion is that the
unramied Brauer group of the invariant eld of a faithful linear representation of the group
(introdued in [Sa84℄ and identied ohomologially in [Bo97℄) is an invariant of the lass of the
lassifying stak and hene the examples of Saltman and Bogomolov give examples of groups for
whih the lass is dierent from 1 (over any eld of harateristi 0). Going bakwards in time
we then onsider the ase of the base eld being the rationals and try to t in an example of
Swan. Using the existene of a smooth tori ompatiation of a (not neessarily split) torus
we show that the lass in K0(StckQ) of the lassifying stak of Z/47 is non-trivial.
It is very lear from the arguments involved in both the triviality and non-triviality that they
are losely related with invariant theory for nite groups. We nish by a short disussion on a
possible atual onnetion.
1 Preliminaries
We reall some results from [Ek09a℄. We dened a Grothendiek group K0(Stckk) of algebrai
staks of nite type over a eld k with ane stabilisers. It is generated by isomorphism lasses
{X} of suh staks with relations {X \Y } = {X}−{Y } for a losed substak Y ⊆ X and {E} =
{X×An} for a vetor bundle E → X of rank n. It beomes a ring under {X}{Y } = {X×Y } and
the inlusion of the ategory of k-shemes of nite type into that of algebrai k-staks then indues
a ring homomorphism K0(Spck)→ K0(Stckk), where K0(Spck) is the usual Grothendiek group
of k-shemes. This indues (f., [lo. it., Thm. 1.3℄) an isomorphism K0(Spck)
′ → K0(Stckk),
whereK0(Spck)
′
is obtained fromK0(Spck) by inverting L := {A
1} and Ln−1 for all n > 0. This
result is then used to get a map from K0(Stckk) to the ompletion K̂0(Spck) of K0(Spck)[L
−1]
in the topology given by the dimension ltration. In partiular, as L and L
n − 1 = Ln(1−L−n)
are invertible in K̂0(Spck), we get a fatorisation K0(Spck) → K0(Stckk) → K̂0(Spck) of the
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ompletion map. The map K0(Stckk)→ K̂0(Spck) takes Fil
nK0(Stckk), the subgroup spanned
by staks of dimension ≤ n, into Filn K̂0(Spck), the losure of the subgroup spanned by the
{X}/Lm, for shemes X of dimension ≤ n+m (f., [lo. it., Prop. 2.1℄).
As is well-known, one an dene an Euler harateristi with ompat support on K̂0(Spck)
(see [lo. it.℄ for a disussion on how this is done over a general eld). The reipient ring
K0(Cohk) for suh an Euler harateristi with ompat support is a Grothendiek group either
of mixed Galois representations or of mixed Hodge strutures. The important fats are that we
get a ring homomorphism χc : K0(Spck)→ K0(Cohk), thatK0(Cohk) is a graded ring, graded by
ohomologial weight, and that χc extends to a ring homomorphism χc : K̂0(Spck)→ K̂0(Cohk),
where K̂0(Cohk) is the ompletion of K0(Cohk) in the weight ltration, i.e., innite sums in the
diretion of negative weights are admitted.
We let Zar be the lass of (onneted) algebrai group shemes of nite type all of whose
torsors over any extension eld of k are trivial. Another basi result is that if H ⊆ G is a losed
subgroup sheme of the nite type subgroup sheme G ∈ Zar, then (f., [lo. it., Prop. 1.1 ix℄)
{BH} = {G/H}{BG} (1)
and when G ∈ Zar we have (f., [lo. it., Prop. 1.3℄)
1 = {G}{BG}. (2)
Furthermore, for any nite dimensional k-algebra L its group sheme of units belongs to Zar
(f., [lo. it., Prop. 1.3℄). To make later formulas expliit we shall also use the formula (f.,
[lo. it., Prop. 1.1℄)
{GLn} = (L
n − Ln−1) · · · (Ln − 1). (3)
If G ats on an algebrai spae, the passage to an invariant subspae ommutes with taking
quotients under G provided the order of G is invertible in the base eld k. That is not true in
general but the following proposition shows that in a (very) speial ase it is so.
Proposition 1.1 i) Let X be an algebrai k-spae of nite type and Y a losed subspae with
omplement U . Then for every 0 ≤ m ≤ n, the image of Y m × Un−m ⊆ Xn under the quotient
map Xn → Xn/Σn is isomorphi to Y m/Σm × Un−m/Σn−m.
ii) Let R be an equivalene relation on {1, 2, . . . , n} and let AR be the subsheme of An
dened by i ∼R j =⇒ xi = xj . If ΣR is the subgroup of Σn onsisting of the permutations
preserving R (i.e., i ∼R j =⇒ σi ∼R σj) then the image of AR under the quotient map
An → An/ΣR is isomorphi to the quotient AR/ΣR.
Proof: For i) it is lear that we get an indued map Y m/Σm × Un−m/Σn−m → Xn/Σn
and it will be enough to show that it is an immersion. Now, it is lear that it is an injetion
on geometri points so it is enough to show that it is unramied. Consider the indued map
fn,m : X
n/Σm × Σn−m → Xn/Σn. As the Σn-stabiliser of any point of Y m × Un−m ⊆ Xm lies
in Σm ×Σn−m we get that fn,m is étale along Y
m × Un−m and hene it is enough to show that
Y m/Σm × Un−m/Σn−m → Xn/Σm × Σn−m is unramied. This morphism is the produt of an
identity map and the map Y m/Σm → Xn/Σm. The latter map is however a losed immersion.
This is well-known and the reason is the following: The problem is loal so we may assume that
X is ane. Then the result follows from the fat that if U → V is a surjetive map of k-vetor
spaes, then the indued map (U⊗n)Σn → (V ⊗n)Σn is surjetive and in fat a splitting of U → V
indues an equivariant splitting of U⊗n → V ⊗n.
As for ii) let ΣR be the normal subgroup of ΣR xing R (i.e., the elements that x the
R-equivalene lasses). We start by identifying An/ΣR and the image of AR in it. In the ase
of harateristi zero everything is lear as then taking group quotients ommutes with passing
to an (invariant) subsheme so we may assume that the base eld k has harateristi p > 0.
If r is an R-equivalene lass we put sr := |r| and write sr = p
krs′r where p 6 | s
′
r. We then have
that ΣR =
∏
r Σsr (the produt running over all R-equivalene lasses) ating diagonally on
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An =
∏
r A
sr
. Writing Asr = Speck[xr,i]1≤i≤sr we get that A
n/ΣR = Speck[σr,i], where the
σr,i are the elementary symmetri funtions of the xr,i. Furthermore, the omposite Speck[xr ] =
AR → An → An/ΣR is indued by the graded ring homomorphism given by
∑
i σr,i 7→ (1+xr)
sr
.
This implies that the image of AR in An/ΣR is equal to Speck[xp
kr
r ]. Now, ΣR ats on A
n/ΣR
through the quotient ΣR/Σ
R
. This latter group is realised as the group of permutations of the
R-equivalene lasses that preserve the ardinalities of the lasses. Hene, as An/ΣR ∼=
∏
rA
sr
with ΣR/Σ
R
permuting the fators we get that An/ΣR is the produt of symmetri powers of the
Asr . Furthermore, the image of AR in An/ΣR is, as we just saw, a produt of losed embeddings
of A1's in the Asr . Hene we may onlude by the fat that symmetri powers ommute with
losed embeddings whih was proved in i).
2 The staky and non-staky lambda strutures
Reall that we have a lambda ring string struture on K0(Spck) for whih σt(x) (the operation
dened by σt(x)λ−t(x) = 1) is given by σt({X}) =
∑
n≥0{σ
n(X)}tn, where σn(X) := Xn/Σn.
(However, the referenes I know of assume that the harateristi is zero. Using (1.1:i) that
restrition an be lifted.) We further put, for algebrai spaes X and Y , σnY (X) := X
n ×Σn
Confn(Y ), where Confn(Y ) := {(yi) ∈ Y | ∀i 6= j : yi 6= yj }. The third part of the following
proposition is [Gö01, Lemma 4.4℄ and the rest of it is proved in essentially the same way. We
shall however need the full result and hene give the omplete proof.
Proposition 2.1 Let X and Y be algebrai k-spaes of nite type and assume that k has
harateristi 0 or > n.
i) We have that
σn({X}{Y }) =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σniY (σ
λi(X))},
where λ = [λn11 , λ
n2
2 , . . . , λ
nk
k ] with λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λk runs over the partitions of n.
ii) There is a universal polynomial (depending only on n) in variables xm,µ where µ =
(µ1, . . . , µr) runs over sequenes of positive integers whih gives σ
n
Y (X) when evaluated at xm,µ =
σm(σµ({X}){Y }) where σµ({X}) := σµ
1
(σµ
2
(. . . ({X}))). In partiular σnY an be naturally
extended to K0(Spck).
iii) We have that σn(Lx) = Lnσn(x) for all x ∈ K0(Spck).
Proof: Given an equivalene relation R on a nite set S and an algebrai spae Y we dene
the subspae Y SR of Y
S
by
Y SR := {(ys) ∈ Y
S | ys = yt ⇐⇒ s ∼R t }.
(In partiular Confn(Y ) = Y n∆ , where ∆ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
2
is the diagonal.) Then Y n is the disjoint
union of the Y nR where R runs through all the equivalene relations on {1, . . . , n} and hene
(X × Y )n is the disjoint union of the Xn × Y nR . The orbits under Σn of the R orrespond
to partitions of n and if let Y nλ be the union of the Y
n
R over the orbit orresponding to λ =
[λn11 , λ
n2
2 , . . . , λ
nk
k ], then (X
n×Y nλ )/Σn is isomorphi to (X
n×Y nR )/NR, whereR is the equivalene
relation with equivalene lasses {1, . . . , λ1}, {λ1 + 1, . . . , 2λ1},. . . ,{(n1 − 1)λ1 + 1, . . . , n1λ1}
{n1λ1 + 1, . . . , n1λ1 + λ2} et and NR is the group of permutation xing R. We have that NR
is the produt
NR = (Σλ1 ∫ Σn1)× · · · × (Σλk ∫ Σnk)
whih implies that (Xn × Y nR )/NR is isomorphi to
(σλ1(X))n1 ×Σn1 Conf
n1(Y )× · · · × (σλk (X))nk ×Σnk Conf
nk(Y )
whih gives i). Then ii) follows from i) by indution.
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Finally, applying i) to X = Speck gives
σn({Y }) =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σniY (1)}
and applied to X = A1, and using that σm(A1) = Am, it gives
σn(L{Y }) =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σniY (A
λi)}.
Now, Σm ats freely on Conf
m(Y ) and ats linearly on (Ak)m so that (Ak)m ×Σm Conf
m(Y ) is
a vetor bundle over Confm(Y )/Σm and hene {σmY (A
k)} = Lmk{σmY (1)}. This gives∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σniY (A
λi)} =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
L
λiniσniY (1) = L
n
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σniY (1)} = L
nσn({Y })
whih proves iii) in the ase when x = {Y }. Now, iii) an be expressed as the equality σt(Lx) =
σLt(x) and the multipliativity of both sides shows that if it is true for x = {Y }, then it is always
true.
Remark: i) The formula σn(Lx) = Lnσn(x) for all n or the equivalent λn(Lx) = Lnλn(x) for
all n would follow from the fat that λt(L) = 1 + Lt if K0(Spck) were a speial lambda ring
(whih it isn't).
ii) The ondition p > n is probably neessary. We have at least that the inverse image of a
stratum of σn(X) under the map σn(X ×A1)→ σn(X) is not neessarily a vetor bundle. This
is seen already for p = n = 2 and the diagonal stratum.
We are going to use this proposition to extend this lambda struture to both K̂0(Spck) and
K0(Stckk). For the latter we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 Let R be lambda ring and r ∈ R an element suh that λt(rx) = λrt(x) for all x ∈ R
and λt(1) = 1+t. If S is a set of integer polynomials losed under multipliation and substitution
t 7→ tn for all n > 0 and S′ := {f(r) | f ∈ S }, then there is a unique lambda ring struture on
the loalisation R[S′−1] for whih R → R′ := R[S′−1] is a lambda ring homomorphism and for
whih λt(rx) = λrt(x) for all x ∈ R
′
.
Proof: Reall (f., [SGA6, Exp. V, 2.3.2℄) that one an dene a ring struture on 1 + tA[[t]],
funtorial in the ommutative ring A, with addition being multipliation of power series and
the multipliation being haraterised (apart from being funtorial) by being ontinuous in the
t-adi topology and fullling ψ(t) ◦ (1 + at) = ψ(at) for all elements ψ(t). Hene the ondition
λt(rx) = λrt(x) an be rephrased as saying that λt(rx) = λt(r) ◦λt(x). This in partiular shows
that the restrition of λt to the subring U generated by r is a ring homomorphism and the
requirement of λt(rx) = λrt(x) for an extension to R
′
would make λt a ring homomorphism on
U ′ := U [S′−1] and the ondition an then be rephrased as saying that λt should be a module
homomorphism over U ′. Hene, the uniqueness is lear and for existene it would be enough to
show that the image in 1 + tR′[[t]] of λt(f(r)) ∈ 1 + tR[[t]] is invertible for all f ∈ S. Write
f(x) =
∑
i nix
i
and let ψ(t) = 1 +
∑
n>0 ant
n
be a putative inverse so that we should have
λt(f(r)) ◦ ψ(t) = 1 + t. As λt is a ring homomorphism on U this expands to∏
i
ψ(rit)ni = 1 + t
and we want to show by indution over n that we may hoose the an ∈ R′ so that this equality is
valid. Now, the tn-oeient of the left hand side equals f(rn)an+ (pol. in the ai, i < n, and r)
so that the ondition of equality for the tn oeient may be written
f(rn)an = pol. in the ai, i < n, and r
and by assumption f(rn) has been inverted in R′.
This lemma and the result of Totaro mentioned above now gives an extension of the lambda
ring struture on K0(Spck).
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Theorem 2.3 The lambda ring struture on K0(Spck) has an extension to a lambda ring stru-
ture on K0(Spck)
′
and K0(Spck)[L
−1] haraterised by λt(Lx) = λLt(x) for all x ∈ K0(Spck)
′
(resp. K0(Spck)[L
−1]). On K0(Spck)[L
−1] it is ontinuous in the dimension ltration and thus
extends to a lambda ring struture on K̂0(Spck).
Proof: The extensions to K0(Spck)
′
and K0(Spck)[L
−1] follow diretly from Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.2. One then shows that if dimx ≤ n for x ∈ K0(Spck), then dimλ
i(x) ≤ in by
the fat that this is obvious when x = {X} with dimX ≤ n and then it follows for general
elements. This and the denition of the extension of the λi to K0(Spck)[L
−1] then shows that
dimλi(x) ≤ i dimx remains true for K0(Spck)[L
−1] whih implies ontinuity.
Using the identiation K0(Spck)
′ = K0(Stckk) we in partiular get a lambda ring struture
on K0(Stckk) though somewhat indiretly dened. There is however a lambda ring struture
whih looks more natural. It uses the symmetri stak powers instead of ordinary symmetri
powers (the latter do not of ourse make sense for algebrai staks). Now, stak quotients of
groups ating on staks an be somewhat triky (partiularly if the ation is non-strit). We thus
start by taking by taking some time to desribe the symmetri stak powers in onrete terms.
• We reall the denition of the wreath produt, E ∫ BΣn (whih is a speial ase of wreath
produts of ategories) of a ategory E and the ategory BΣn. Its objets are n-tuples
(e1, . . . , en) of objets of E . Morphisms from (e1, . . . , en) to (e′1, . . . , e
′
n) are tuples (σ, f1, . . . , fn)
where σ ∈ Σn and fi : ei → e′σ−1(i). Composition is given by
(τ, g1, . . . , gn) ◦ (σ, f1, . . . , fn) = (τσ, gσ−1(1) ◦ f1, . . . , gσ−1(n) ◦ fn).
If we have E = BG for a group G then we may also form the wreath produt of groups
G ∫ Σn and we have B(G ∫ Σn) = BG ∫ BΣn. More generally if the group G ats on X and
[X/G] is the ation groupoid G×X
p2
−→
−→
m
X , then [X/G] ∫ BΣn = [Xn/(G ∫ Σn)] (with the
obvious ation of G ∫ Σn on Xn).
• E ∫ BΣn learly ommutes with bre produts but not in general with 2-bre produts.
1
Note however that there are ases when a bre produt is a 2-bre produt. Notably, we
say that a funtor F : A → C is a bration if it is surjetive on isomorphisms. It is then
easy to show that if A → C is a bration and B → C is any funtor, then the bre produt
A×C B is a 2-bre produt. Now, it is equally easy to see that if A → C is a bration, then
the indued funtor A∫ BΣn → C ∫ BΣn is also a bration.
• If G is a pseudo-funtor, then we an dene a new pseudo-funtor G ∫ BΣn given by
(G ∫ BΣn) (U) = G(U) ∫ BΣn. If G is a stak then we an dene the n'th symmetri stak
power, SymmnG by taking the stak assoiated to this pseudo-funtor. It is easy to see
that if G is a pseudofuntor with G′ as its assoiated stak then the stak assoiated to
G ∫ BΣn is naturally equivalent to SymmnG′. (Note that Symm preserves 2-bre squares
where one of the maps is just a loal bration, i.e., loally surjetive on morphisms.)
• If E is an algebrai stak and G is a hart for it, i.e., a groupoid sheme with smooth
soure and target maps whose assoiated stak is equivalent to E then G ∫ BΣn is a hart
for SymmnE .
We start by a fairly simple result that however will be very important to us.
Lemma 2.4 Assume that X is an algebrai stak and E → X a vetor bundle of rank d. Then
SymmnE → SymmnX is a vetor bundle of rank nd.
1
To us that means that 2-bre squares should be ommutative up to an equivalene. We shall however only
use it for groupoids where this is the same as ommuting up to a natural transformation.
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Proof: We may hoose a hart G = (G1
s
−→
−→
t
G0) of X suh that E is trivial over G0. This
means that we have a funtor G → BGLd and if we let G′ be the bre produt
G′ −−−−→ [An/GLd]y
y
G −−−−→ BGLd
then it is a hart for E as [Ad/GLd] → BGLd is a bration so that this is also a 2-bre square.
Applying the wreath produt we get a artesian square
G′ ∫ BΣn −−−−→ [Ad/GLd] = [(Ad)n/(GLd ∫ Σn)]y
y
G ∫ BΣn −−−−→ BGLd ∫ BΣn = B(GLd ∫ Σn).
However, the ation of GLd ∫ Σn on (Ad)n = Adn is linear so that [(Ad)n/(GLd ∫ Σn)] →
B(GLd ∫ Σn) is a vetor bundle (indued by the group homomorphism GLd ∫ Σn → GLdn) and
therefore so is Symmn(E)→ Symmn(X ).
We are now prepared for dening the more natural lambda struture on K0(Stckk).
Proposition 2.5 There is a lambda struture {λns } on K0(Stckk) with the property that
σns ({C}) = {Symm
nX} for any algebrai stak X . We have that λns (Lx) = L
nλns (x).
Proof: We have to verify that the dening relations for K0(Stckk) are veried for the map
X 7→ σst (X ) :=
∑
n{Symm
nX}tn. That it is onstant on isomorphism lasses is lear. If E → X
is a vetor bundle of rank d, then by Lemma2.4 we have that SymmnE → SymmnX is a vetor
bundle of rank dn so that {SymmnE} = {SymmnX ×Adn}. If we apply this also to the trivial
vetor bundle X ×Ad → X this shows that σst (E) = σ
s
t (X ×A
d).
Consider now the situation where Y ⊆ X is a losed substak of X . We have to verify that
σst (X ) = σ
s
t (X \Y)σ
s
t (Y). This is done in the same way as for the lambda struture on K0(Spck)
(f., [LL04, Lemma 3.1℄).
The last part follows from the previously established formula, {Symm(X×A1)} = {Symm(X )×
An}.
3 Classifying staks of nite group shemes
We start by getting some formulas for the lass BG where G is a nite group sheme.
Proposition 3.1 Let V be an n-dimensional k-vetor spae and G ⊆ GL(V ) a nite subgroup
sheme.
i) {BG} = {GL(V )/G}/{GL(V )}.
ii) The image of {BG} in K̂0(Spck) is equal to limm→∞{V
m/G}/Lmn.
iii) χc({BG}) = 1.
Proof: The rst part is a speial ase of (1). For the seond part we dene Um to be the open
subset of V m onsisting of the sequenes v1, . . . , vm for whih one of the sequenes v1, . . . , vn,
vn+1, . . . , v2n, . . . , vkn−n+1, . . . , vkn, where k := ⌊m/n⌋, form a basis for V . Then Um is GL(V )-
invariant and GL(V ) ats freely on it. Furthermore, the odimension of Vm := V
m \ Um in Vm
is equal to k and hene tends to ∞ with m and we have
{BG} − {Vm/G}/Lmn = {[V m/G]}/Lmn − {V m/G}/Lmn =
{[Um/G]}/L
mn + {[V ′m]}/L
mn − {Um/G}/L
mn − {[Vm/G]}/L
mn =
{[V ′m/G]}/L
mn − {Vm/G}/L
mn m→∞−→ 0,
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where V ′m is the omplement of Um/G in V
m/G and we have used that as G ats freely on Um
we have [Um/G] ∼= Um/G.
From the rst part we get χc({BG}) = χc({GL(V )/G})/χc({GL(V )}) and by denition
χc({GL(V )/G}) =
∑
i
(−1)i{Hic(GL(V )/G)}
and the same for GL(V ). Now, as the oeient for ohomology is a eld of harateristi zero
we have that Hic(GL(V )/G) = H
i(GL(V ))G(k¯). However, the right multipliation ation of G on
GL(V ) extends to GL(V ) and GL(V ) is a onneted algebrai group so all elements of GL(V )(k¯)
ats trivially on Hic(GL(V )) and hene we get H
i
c(GL(V )/G) = H
i
c(GL(V )) and in partiular
χc({GL(V )/G}) = χc({GL(V )}).
Remark: i) With small modiations of the proof and with V m/G interpreted as the GIT-
quotient Speck[V m]G the rst two results remain true for arbitrary G.
ii) In general χc(x) ontains a lot of information on x so the fat that χc({BG}) = 1 should
make the equality {BG} = 1 our rst guess.
iii) In [Ek09a℄ a ompletion K
pol
0 (Spck) of K0(Spck) in a stronger topology than the dimen-
sion ltration was dened and a homomorphism K0(Stckk) → K
pol
0 (Spck) was shown to exist.
However, the natural map K
pol
0 (Spck) → K̂0(Spck) turned out to be injetive so we don't lose
any information by omputing the limit {Vm/G}/Lmn in K̂0(Spck) rather than in K
pol
0 (Spck).
Though I haven't heked the details it seems that this sequene atually onverges in the stronger
topology.
The rst formula is generally diult to use as the varietyGL(V )/G an be quite ompliated.
There are however some ases when it (or rather(1)) an be used.
Proposition 3.2 i) We have that {Bµn} = 1 in K0(Stckk) for any eld k.
ii) If k is a nite eld and G ∈ Zark, then {BG(k)} = 1.
Proof: We have a natural embedding µn ⊆ Gm and applying (1) using that Gm ∈ Zar we
get that {Bµn} = {Gm/µn}{BGm} in K0(Stckk). Now, we have that Gm/µn = Gm and by (2)
we have {Gm}{BGm} = 1 ∈ K0(Stckk).
As for the seond part, the Lang torsor G→ G given by g 7→ Fg · g−1 gives an isomorphism
G/G(k) ∼= G and we onlude by (1).
Example: The ase of Z/n is more ompliated. Writing Z/n as a produt of its primary
omponents redues to the ase of n being a power of a prime p (as B(G×H) = B(G)×B(H)).
If p divides the harateristi we an embed Z/pk into the trunated Witt vetor sheme Wm
as the kernel of F − 1. Hene, Wm/(Z/pk) ∼= Wm and as Wm ∈ Zar we get {Z/pk} = 1. (This
is a speial ase of Proposition 3.2.) We are hene left with the ase when p is invertible in k.
Generally when n is invertible in k we an onsider the separable k-algebra L := k[x]/(Φn(x)),
where Φn(x) is the n'th ylotomi polynomial. We let T be the torus of invertible elements
in L. The residue ζ of x is a unit of order n giving an injetive map Z/n →֒ T . As T ∈ Zar
by (1) and (2) we get that {BZ/n} = {T/(Z/n)}{T }−1. Now, the harater group of T , as
Gal(k¯/k)-module, is Z[µ∗n], where µ
∗
n is the set of primitive n'th roots of unity in an algebrai
losure k¯ of k. The inlusion Z/n →֒ T is dual to the map Z[µ∗n] → µn whih is the inlusion
µ∗n →֒ µn on generators. Hene, the harater group of T/(Z/n) is the kernel In of this map, a
Galois module rst onsidered by Swan (f., [Sw69℄).
i) Let us rst onsider only the ase when n is a prime p. Swan noties that I = Ip is a
loally free module over the group ring Z[Aut(µp)] ∼= Z[Z/(p−1)] (this is true as the loalisation
equals Z[µp \ {1}] at primes dierent from p and the order of the Galois group is invertible
at p). If I is atually free, then T/(Z/p) is isomorphi to T and we get {BZ/p} = 1. This
is ertainly is true if all rank one loally free Z[Z/(p − 1)]-modules are free whih in turn is
true if the lass group of Z[Z/(p − 1)] is trivial. (The onverse is not true a priori but Swan
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shows that for p = 47 I is not free.) Let us reall the standard analysis of the lass group
of the integer group ring of a yli group Cn of order n: We have an injetion Z[Cn] →֒∏
d|n Z[ζd], where Z[ζd] is the ring of integers in the eld of d'th roots of unity. This inlusion
indues a surjetion on lass groups so that in partiular the lass group Z[Cn] is trivial only
if the lass groups of the Z[ζd] are trivial. The lass group of Z[ζd] is trivial when d is one
of 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 33, 35, 36, 40, 44, 45, 48, 60, 84 or
twie an odd number among them (as Z[ζd] = Z[ζ2d] if d is odd). Hene for an n not among these,
the lass number of Z[Cn] is greater than 1. The kernel of the map on lass groups is then analysed
in terms of units. We are going to show that Z[Cp−1] has lass number 1 for p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 and
lass number greater than 1 for all other primes. For p = 2 this is trivial and for p = 3 it follows
from the fat that the lass number of Z[Cq] is equal to that of Z[ζq ] for a prime q, a result
due to Rim (f., [Ri59℄). Similarly the inlusion Z[C4] →֒ Z × Z × Z[i] indues an isomorphism
on lass groups by [KM77, p. 416℄ whih takes are of p = 5. As for p = 7, 11 we use Milnor's
Mayer-Vietoris sequene (f., [Mi71, 3, Thm. 3.3℄): If n is odd we have C2n = C2 × Cn and we
get an embedding Z[C2n] →֒ Z[Cn]×Z[Cn], where in the rst fator we send the generator of C2
to 1 and in the seond to −1. The subring Z[C2n] of the produt is then haraterised by then
ondition that a pair (a, b) belongs to it when the redutions of a and b modulo 2 oinide. From
the Milnor sequene we get that the kernel of the map K˜0(Z[C2n])→ K˜0(Z[Cn])2 is isomorphi
to the okernel of the map (Z[Cn])
∗ → (Z/2[Cn])∗. If we an show that this okernel is trivial for
n = 3, 5 we onlude that Z[C2n] has lass number 1 again by Rim's theorem. For n = 3 we get
that Z/2[C3] = Z/2× F4 and already C3 ⊂ (Z[C3])∗ maps surjetively onto (Z/2 × F4)∗ = F∗4.
We have similarly for n = 5 that Z/2[C5] = Z/2×F16. Now, (Z/2×F16)∗ = C15 = C3×C5 and
C5 ⊂ (Z[C5])∗ lls out the C5-part. Furthermore, x3 + x2 − 1 is a unit in Z[C5] = Z[x]/(x5 − 1)
(with inverse x4 + x− 1) and it maps to (ζ + 1)2 in F16 = Z/2[x]/(x4 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1), where
ζ is the residue of x. As (ζ + 1)5 = (ζ4 + 1)(ζ + 1) = ζ3 + ζ2 + 1 6= 1 we see that the image of
x3+x2− 1 in (Z/2×F16)∗ has order divisible by 3 and hene the map (Z[C5])∗ → (Z/2[C5])∗ is
surjetive. As for showing that for all other p, the lass group of Z[Cp−1] is non-trivial we need
only look at primes for whih the lass number of Z[ζp−1] is equal to 1 whih gives us a nite
list. This list an be treated with a suitable omputer algebra system.
2
(We are only going to
use the ase of triviality of {BZ/p}.)
ii) Consider now the ase n = 4. Then I = I4 has a basis onsisting of [i]− [−i] and 2[i]+2[−i]
and is hene isomorphi as a Galois module to Z×Zi. Now, Zi is the harater group of T/Gm
so that T/(Z/4) is isomorphi to Gm × T/Gm. As T → T/Gm is a Gm-torsor we get that
{T/(Z/4)} = {Gm}{T/Gm} = {Gm}{T }{Gm} = {T } and hene {BZ/4} = 1.
Example: We assume (for simpliity) that k is algebraially losed.
i) Let G be a nite subgroup of Gm. Then we have just seen that {BG} = 1 in K0(Stckk).
ii) Let G be a nite subgroup of the group of ane transformations (of A1). We shall show
by indution on the order of G that {BG} = 1 (in K0(Stckk) as always) and we assume that
|G| > 1. If G xes a point of A1 then it is onjugate to a subgroup of Gm, a ase that we
have already treated so we assume that all stabilisers of points are proper subgroup. The stak
quotient [A1/G] is the A1-bration assoiated to the universal G-torsor over BG so that by (1)
we get that {[A1/G]} = L{BG}. Now, A1 is the disjoint union of a nite number of G-orbits
O1, . . . , On with non-trivial stabiliser and an open subset U where G ats freely. This gives that
{[A1/G]} =
∑
i{[Oi/G]}+[U/G]. As G ats freely on U we have [U/G] = U/G and we also have
[Oi/G] ∼= BGi where Gi is the stabiliser of some point of Oi. By assumption eah Gi is a proper
subgroup of G and hene {BGi} = 1. This gives {[A1/G]} = n + {U/G}. Now, we have that
A1/G ∼= A1 and hene U/G is open in A1 with omplement in bijetion with the set of orbits
{Oi}. Hene {U/G} = L− n and we get that {[A1/G]} = L. As L is invertible in K0(Stckk) we
onlude from L = L{BG} that {BG} = 1.
iii) Let G be a nite subgroup of PGL2. We shall show by indution on the order of G that
2
See, http://www.math.su.se/~teke/CyliClassgroup.mg for a Magma (f., [BCP℄) sript that performs this
omputation.
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{BG} = 1 ∈ KPGL20 (Stckk). If G has a xed point in its ation on P
1
, then it is onjugate to a
subgroup of the group of ane transformations and hene we have already shown that {B} = 1
so we may assume that all stabilisers are proper. As before we get that {[P1/G]} = (L+1){BG}
(but now only in KPGL20 (Stckk) as PGL2 /∈ Zar). We now proeed exatly as in the ane ase
(using that P1/G ∼= P1) and onlude that {[P1/G]} = {P1} = L + 1. Now, L + 1, being a
fator of L
2 − 1 is invertible in K0(Stckk) so we onlude.
iv) Let G be the g = 1 theta group of level a prime p. This means that G is a non-trivial
entral extension of Z/pz by Z/p× Z/p (for p = 2 we get two possible groups, the dihedral and
quaternion groups, depending on the parity of the theta harateristi). Assume that k ontains
p'th root of unity (and in partiular p 6 | chark). Then G has an (irreduible) representation V of
dimension p where the entral element z ats by a xed primitive root of unity. We have that
{[V/G]} = Lp{BG}. On the other hand, every non-entral element of G has a line as xed point
lous. Eah suh line is stabilised by a subgroup Z/p× Z/pz and there are in all p(p+ 1) suh
lines forming in all p+ 1 onjugay lasses under the ation of G. If U is the omplement of all
those lines we have that G ats freely on U and hene [U/G] ∼= U/G. The omplement of U ∪{0}
is the union of the xed point lines with the origin removed and it divides up into onjugay
lasses under G. If VL is suh a onjugay lass ontaining the line L minus the origin, then
[VL/G] ∼= [(L \ {0})/GL] where GL is the stabiliser of L and is hene equal to Z/p×Z/pz, where
the rst fator ats trivially and the seond freely on L \ {0}. Hene
[(L \ {0})/GL] ∼= BZ/p× (L \ {0})/(Z/pz) ∼= BZ/p×Gm
and as {BZ/p} = 1 we get
L
p{BG} = {U/G}+ (p+ 1)(L− 1) + {BG}.
If we also use that V/G is the disjoint union of U/G, p+ 1 opies of Gm and (the image of) {0}
we get
(Lp − 1){BG} = {V/G} − 1.
As L
p − 1 is invertible in K0(Stckk) this gives a formula for {BG} showing in partiular that
{BG} = 1 preisely when {V/G} = Lp in K0(Spck)
′
.
The argument used in these examples an learly be generalised. We shall only treat the ase
of the ation of GLn on A
n
. Hene let G be a nite group ating linearly on a nite dimensional
k-vetor spae V . For every subgroup H we let VH be the variety of points of V whose stabiliser
is exatly H . It is lear that the VH for varying H form a stratiation of V in the strong sense
of being a disjoint deomposition and the losure of eah stratum being the union of strata.
More preisely, the losure of eah non-empty VH is equal to the xed point subspae V
H
and
V H =
.
∪T⊆HVT . We say that H is a stabiliser subgroup (wrt to V ) if VH is non-empty. If H is
a G-onjugay lass of subgroups of G, then we shall also denote by VH the union of the VH for
H ∈ H. We then have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3 i) When VH is non-empty NG(H)/H ats freely on VH and thus faithfully on V
H
.
ii) The stak quotient [V/G] is the disjoint union of the loally losed substaks [VH/G],
where H runs over the onjugay lasses of subgroups of G.
iii) Eah [VH/G] is isomorphi to [VH/NG(H)] for any H ∈ H.
iv) If VH is non-empty then VH equals (V
H)H onsidered as an NG(H)-representation.
Proof: These are all immediate.
This lemma opens up for an indutive approah to the omputation of {BG}: We have that
{[V/G]} = LdimV {BG} and we an write [V/G] as the disjoint union of [VH/NG(H)], where eah
[VH/NG(H)] is also the top stratum of the stratiation of [V
H/NG(H)]. Note that this does
not give a omplete reursion as we are still left with the stratum orresponding to H = {e}.
If however V is a faithful G-module, then the ation of G on Ve = V{e} is free and hene
[Ve/G] = Ve/G giving at least a reursive formula for {BG} involving only {BN} for proper
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subgroups of G and Ve/G. To prepare for the ombinatoris that is involved in suh a formula
we need to introdue some notation. Hene we dene the notion of stabiliser ag (with respet to
the G-representation V and of length n) as follows: It is a sequene f = (H0 ⊆ H1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Hn)
of G suh that
• H0 = {e} and
• Hi+1 is a stabiliser subgroup of the ation of ∩j≤iNG(Hj) on V Hi .
We shall also use the notation NG(f) for the normaliser of the ag (i.e., ∩j≤nNG(Hj)), Hf for
Hn, df for dim V
Hf
and nf for its length. Furthermore a ag is said to be strit if all inlusions
Hi ⊆ Hi+1 are strit.
Theorem 3.4 Let G be a nite group and V a faithful G-representation of dimension d. Then
we have that
{BG}Ld = {Ve/G}+
∑
f
(−1)nf {BNG(f)}L
df ,
where the sum runs over G-onjugay lass representatives of strit stabiliser ags of length ≥ 1.
Proof: Note rst that for an arbitrary nite groupK and a nite dimensionalK-representation
U over k there is a disjoint deomposition of [V/G] whose piees are the [VH/NK(H)], where H
runs over the onjugay lasses of stabiliser subgroups. This gives, together with the fat that
[V/K]→ BK is a vetor bundle of rank d, the formula
{BK}Ld =
∑
H
{[VH/NK(H)]},
whereH runs over onjugay lass representatives of stabiliser subgroups. ForK = G and U = V
we an separate out H = {e} and use that G ats freely on Ve as V is faithful to replae [Ve/G]
with Ve/G. This gives
{BK}Ld = {Ve/K}+
∑
H
{[VH/NK(H)]},
where the sum now is over non-trivial H . On the other hand we may apply the formula with
K = NG(f) and U = V
Hf
for a strit ag f and writing it as
{[VHf /NG(f)]} = {BNG(f)}L
df −
∑
f ′
{[VHf′ /NG(f
′)]},
where f ′ runs over strit stabiliser ags that extend f of length one more than that of f . Using
this formula indutively to replae the summands in the sum gives the theorem.
Remark: i) It is not true that the theorem always gives reursive formula for {BG} inK0(Spck)
′
.
The reason is that {BG} will appear on the right hand side, always3 for the ag {e} ⊂ G but in
general for any strit ag all of whose members are normal subgroups of G. Moving all of those
summands to the right we get a formula for ϕ(L){BG} in terms of {Ve/G} and {BH} for proper
subgroups, where ϕ is a moni integer polynomial of degree d. The problem is that ϕ may not
be invertible in K0(Spck)
′
(though there are many examples where it is). One may of ourse go
further and invert all moni integer polynomials in L.
ii) It is not diult to extend the result to nite étale group shemes. (The only problem
is that stabiliser subgroups may not be dened over the base eld. This fores one to work
with nite Deligne-Mumford staks instead of just lassifying staks of nite groups.) For a
general nite group sheme things are dierent however. The proof of the theorem uses that
there are only a nite of stabiliser subgroups of G. For a onneted nite group sheme this is
not neessarily true.
The ombinatoris of this formula easily beome somewhat ompliated. The following lemma
allows us to bypass some of these ompliations.
3
Exept when G = {e}.
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Lemma 3.5 Two elements in KG0 (Stckk) that are rational funtions in L are equal when their
images under χc are equal. In partiular, for a nite group G we have that {BG} = 1 in
KG0 (Stckk) if it is a rational funtion (with integer oeients) in L.
Proof: The rst part follows from the fat that the ring Z((q−1)) of Laurent power series in
q−1 = χc(L
−1) embeds in K̂0(Cohk) and that χc maps rational funtions in L injetively into
this image. The seond part follows from the rst as the rational ohomology of G is trivial we
have that χc({BG}) = 1 in K̂0(Cohk).
To apply this result to the omputation of {BG} we have to ght with the problem mentioned
above. Thus for a G-representation V we dene its harateristi polynomial ϕV (x) as
xd −
∑
f
(−1)nfxdf ,
where d = dimV and f runs over all stabiliser ags normalised by G.
Proposition 3.6 Let G be a nite group and V a faithful k-representation and let ϕ ∈ Z[x]
be a polynomial divisible by ϕV . Assume that φ(L){BNG(f)} = φ(L) in K0(Stckk) for all
proper normalisers of stabiliser ags f . Then ϕ(L){BG} = ϕ(L) preisely when φ(L){Ve/G} =
φ(L)Ldim Ve , where φ = ϕ/ϕV .
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5.
Note that NG(f) in general does not at freely on VHf , indeed Hf by denition ats trivially
on it. However, NG(f)/Hf does at freely on VHf . As Hf also ats trivially on V
Hf
we an
apply our reursion also to this ation. This gives the following result.
Proposition 3.7 Suppose that the order of G is invertible in k and let φ ∈ Z[x]. Assume
that φ(L)ϕV Hf (L){BNG(f)} = φ(L)ϕV Hf (L) for all proper normalisers of stabiliser ags f and
φ(L){BNG(f)/Hf} = ϕ(L) for all strit stabiliser ags f of length ≥ 1. Then φ(L)ϕV (L){BG} =
φ(L)ϕV (L) preisely when φ(L){V/G} is a polynomial in L. Furthermore, this is true preisely
when φ(L){V/G} = φ(L)Ld, where d = dim V .
Proof: As the order of G is invertible we have, for U a G-invariant subsheme of V , that the
quotient map U/G→ V/G maps U/G isomorphially onto its image. This means that we get a
stratiation of V/G by the VH/NG(H), where H runs over onjugay lass representatives of
stabiliser subgroups of G. We of ourse also have that VH/NG(H) = VH/WH , where we have put
WH := NG(H)/H so that we get {V/G} =
∑
H{VH/WH}. By assumption and Proposition 3.6
we have that φ(L){VH/WH} is a polynomial in L for H 6= {e} and hene we get that φ(L){V/G}
is a polynomial in L preisely when φ(L){Ve/G} is. Again by Proposition 3.6 we onlude that if
φ(L){V/G} is a polynomial in L then ϕ(L){BG} = ϕ(L). Finally, as the ohomology of V/G are
the G-invariants of the ohomology of V we get V and V/G have the same ohomology whih
implies that χc({V/G}) = χc(Ld) and the last part follows from Lemma 3.5.
3.1 Unipotent group shemes
We shall now show that if G is a unipotent group sheme over a eld k, then {BG} = L− dimG.
In partiular, if G is nite then {BG} = 1, whih ts in with the theme of the urrent setion
but the proof of the general ase is not more diult. Reall that a group sheme is unipotent
if it an be embedded as a losed subgroup sheme of the group of stritly upper triangular
matries Un ⊆ GLn or equivalently every non-zero linear representation of it has a non-zero
trivial subrepresentation. We say that a smooth unipotent group sheme is split if it an be
obtained as a suessive entral extension of Ga's. In partiular Un is split (and over a perfet
eld all unipotent group shemes are split).
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Proposition 3.8 Let G be a split unipotent smooth group sheme over k and H a losed
subgroup sheme. Then G/H is isomorphi to AdimG/H .
Proof: We prove this by indution over dimG, the ase of dimension 0 being trivial. By
assumption G ontains a entral subgroup Z ⊆ G isomorphi to Ga and for whih G/Z is split.
Putting Z ′ := Z∩H we have a natural morphism G/H → (G/Z)/(H/Z ′) of homogeneous spaes.
We have an ation of Z on G/H given by left multipliation and as Z is entral we get an indued
ation of Z/Z ′ making G/H → (G/Z)/(H/Z ′) a Z/Z ′-torsor. Now, a quotient of Ga is either 0
or isomorphi to Ga again. Furthermore, the indution assumptions imply that (G/Z)/(H/Z
′)
is isomorphi to some An and all Ga-torsors over A
n
are trivial so that G/H ∼= An+1.
This immediately gives the desired result.
Corollary 3.9 Let G be a unipotent group sheme over the eld k. Then {BG} = L− dimG.
Proof: By assumption we an embed G in some split smooth unipotent group H . As Zar
is losed under extensions we get that H ∈ Zar and therefore {BG} = {H/G}{BH} and 1 =
{H}{BH}. Applying the proposition to e ⊆ H we get H ∼= AdimH and by applying it to G ⊆ H
we get H/G ∼= AdimH/G and ombining we get {BG} = Ldim(H/G)−dimG = L− dimG.
Remark: i) A nite group sheme G is unipotent preisely when the augmentation ideal of the
dual Hopf algebra k[G]∗ is nilpotent. This applies in partiular to when G is an étale group
sheme whose order is a power of the harateristi of k and even more speially when G is a
onstant p-group.
ii) If k is non-perfet there are smooth onneted unipotent 1-dimensional group shemes G
not isomorphi to Ga suh as the kernel of the morphism Ga ×Ga → Ga given by (x, y) 7→
xp−x+ typ, where t ∈ k is not a p'th power. We then have that G is not isomorphi as k-variety
to A1 yet {BG} = L−1. Of ourse it ould still happen that {G} = L and hene {G}{BG} = 1.
4 The symmetri groups
We now want to apply the theorem to show that {BΣn} = 1 for all n. For that we shall use the
standard permutation representation Vn of Σn. A quik way of using it to get a weaker statement
is to use Proposition 3.1 by onsidering {(Vn)m/Σn}. We note that (Vn)m is isomorphi as Σn-
representation to (km)n where the elements of Σn permutes the oordinates. Hene (Vn)
m/Σn ∼=
σn(Am) and hene by Proposition 2.1 we have {(Vn)m/Σn} = σn(Lm) = Lmn and hene the
image of {BΣn} in K̂0(Cohk) is equal to limn→∞ Lmn/Lmn = 1. Note that this argument works
only when n! 6= 0 in k and as we don't know if K0(Stckk) is separated in the dimension topology
we don't know how muh information the equality gives about {BΣn} in K0(Stckk).
The idea for the full result is to use Vn/Σn ∼= A
n
ombined with Theorem 3.4. The har-
ateristi polynomial is xn − x whih gives an invertible element of K0(Stckk). We would then
like to use Proposition 3.7 assuming indutively triviality for the lass of the lassifying stak of
stabiliser subgroups. This doesn't quite work for small harateristis but there (1.1:ii) omes to
our resue.
The indutive nature of the proof fores us to deal with groups more general than the symmet-
ri groups. To prepare for this we want to interpret stabiliser ags in more ombinatorial terms.
Thus if S is a (nite) set, an equivalene ag on S is a sequene R = (R0 ⊆ R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn)
of equivalene relations on S with R0 being equal to the diagonal in S × S. It is strit if the
inlusions are strit. The ag stabiliser, NR, of the ag onsists of all permutations of S whih
preserve the equivalene relations Ri. We let the residue group of R be the image of NR in
ΣS/Rn so that it is isomorphi to NR/HR, where HR is the subgroup of NR onsisting of the
permutations that map eah equivalene lass of Rn into itself.
To the equivalene ag R we assoiate a sequene H0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Hn of subgroups of ΣS , the
group of permutations of S, namely Hi is the set of permutations mapping eah equivalene lass
of Ri into itself. We then have the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1 The above assoiation of a sequene of subgroups of Σn to an equivalene ag
gives an Σn-equivariant bijetion between the set of equivalene ags on {1, 2, . . . , n} and the set
of stabiliser ags of Σn with respet to its standard permutation representation. In partiular
the normaliser of a stabiliser ag is the group of permutations xing all the Ri.
Proof: If we think of an element of the standard permutation representation as a funtion
{1, 2, . . . , n} → k then a permutation is in the stabiliser of suh an element preisely when it
takes the equivalene lasses of the equivalene relation on {1, 2, . . . , n} assoiated to suh a
funtion into themselves. From this the lemma follows immediately.
We an go on and give a very expliit desription of ag stabilisers. For that a agged set is
a set S together with a sequene R = (R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn) of equivalene relations on S. An
isomorphism of agged sets is a bijetion of the underlying sets taking the equivalene relations
of one set to the equivalene of the other (so that in partiular the lengths of the sequenes of
equivalene relations have to be equal). We denote by NR(S) the automorphism group of the
agged set. We also use H ∫ G to denote the wreath produt, the semi-diret produt Hn ⋉G,
where G is a subgroup of Σn and operates on H
n
by permuting fators aordingly. In our ases
H will have a natural embedding in Σm and then H ∫ G embeds naturally in Σmn.
Proposition 4.2 Let (S,R = (R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn)) be a agged nite set. On eah
equivalene lass of Rn the equivalene relations R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn−1 indues an equivalene
ag. We dene an equivalene relation on S by saying that s ∼ t if the indued agged sets s
and t are isomorphi, where s and t are the equivalene lasses in S/Rn ontaining s resp. t.
i) NR(S) is the produt over the equivalene lasses of this equivalene relation of the ag
stabilisers of the ags indued by R on eah suh equivalene lass.
ii) Assume that S onsists of a single equivalene lass. Then NR(S) is the wreath produt
NR′(S
′) ∫ Σt. Here t is the number of equivalene lasses of Rn, S
′
is one of those equivalene
lasses and R′ is the equivalene ag of S′ indued by R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn−1.
Proof: This is essentially obvious. First an automorphism of (S,R) will be able to take an
equivalene lass of Rn to another suh equivalene lass only if the they are isomorphi as agged
sets. Hene NR(S) splits as is laimed in i). As for ii) we x a agged isomorphism between S
′
and the other equivalene lasses. This allows us to get an ation of Σt on (S,R). On the other
hand it also gives us an isomorphism between NR′(S
′)t and the automorphisms of (S,R) taking
eah element of S/Rn to itself.
We shall say that a agged set (possibly with an empty ag, i.e., a ag of length 0) (S,R1 ⊆
R2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn) is a homogeneous ag if Rn = S × S and, provided that n > 1, all equivalene
lasses of Rn−1 are isomorphi as agged sets and all the elements of the ag are distint and
dierent from the least equivalene relation (onsisting only of the diagonal). Hene, what the
proposition says is that any ag is the disjoint union of ags whih beome homogeneous after
removing repetitions (and possibly adding S×S), that NR(S) is the orresponding produt and
that for a homogeneous ag, NR(S) is an iterated wreath produt (whih is just a symmetri
group in the ase of an empty ag).
Theorem 4.3 We have that {BΣn} = 1 ∈ K0(Stckk) for all n.
Proof: We prove this by indution over n and the ase n = 1 is trivial. We would like to apply
Proposition 3.7 for the standard representation of Σn. This is not possible if the harateristi
is nite and ≤ n. However, we an use (1.1:ii) to replae the harateristi dependent arguments
of the proposition. The harateristi polynomial for it is xn − x and as Ln − L is invertible in
K0(Stckk) it is enough to show that {BNR(S)} = 1 for all non-trivial equivalene ags R on S
with |S| = n whih we shall do by simultaneous indution over the length of the ag and |S| ≤ n.
As B(G×H) = B(G)×B(H) we are by Proposition 4.2 redued to the ase when R is homoge-
neous. Applying again Proposition 4.2 we an writeNR(S) asNR′(S
′) ∫ Σt, Furthermore, we have
B(NR′(S
′) ∫ Σt) = B(NR′(S
′)) ∫ BΣt = Symm
t(B(NR′(S
′))) (where we have somewhat onfused
onstant pseudo-funtors and their assoiated staks). This gives {BNR(S)} = σts({B(NR′(S
′))})
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whih by the indution assumption (as R′ is shorter than R) is equal to σts(1) = {BΣt} and as
R is non-trivial t < n, so by the over-all indution assumption {BΣt} = 1.
This result has the following somewhat surprising orollary. For it we dene, for an algebrai
spae Y and an algebrai stak X , σns,Y (X) := [X
n × Confn(Y )/Σn].
Corollary 4.4 Let X be an algebrai stak and Y an algebrai spae of nite type both over k.
i) We have that
σns ({X}{Y }) =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σnis,Y (σ
λi
s (X))},
where λ = [λn11 , λ
n2
2 , . . . , λ
nk
k ] with λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λk runs over the partitions of n.
ii) There is a universal polynomial (depending only on n) in variables xm,µ where µ =
(µ1, . . . , µr) runs over sequenes of positive integers whih gives σ
n
s,Y (X) when evaluated at
xm,µ = σ
m
s (σ
µ
s ({X}){Y }) where σ
µ
s ({X}) := σ
µ1
s (σ
µ2
s (. . . ({X}))). In partiular σ
n
s,Y an be
naturally extended to K0(Spck).
iii) The two operations λn and λns on K0(Stckk) oinide when the harateristi of base eld
is 0 or > n.
Proof: For i) and ii) we follow the proof of Proposition 2.1 (as well as using its notation).
Using stak quotients instead of quotients the proof proeeds in the same fashion leading rst
to i) and then using it and indution gives us ii). Finally, under the extra assumptions on the
harateristi we an apply i) and ii) as well as the orresponding results of Proposition 2.1 to
get
σns ({X}) =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σnis,Y (σ
λi
s (1))} =
∑
λ⊢n
∏
i
{σnis,Y (σ
λi (1))} = σn({X}),
where we have used the theorem formulated as σms (1) = σ
m(1) = 1 for all m ≤ n and σms,Y (1) =
σmY (1) as the ation of Σm on Conf
m(Y ) is free so that [Confm(Y )/Σm] = Conf
m(Y )/Σm.
Remark: It is probably not true that λp = λps (on K0(Spck) with values in K0(Stckk)) in
harateristi p. Indeed, the same analysis as in the proof of the orollary shows that for a
k-sheme X we have λps({X})− λ
p({X}) = {X} − {∆}, where ∆ is the image of X under the
omposite X
∆
−→ Xp → Xp/Σp and a loal omputation shows that when X is redued we have
that ∆ ∼= X(p) (where X(p) = X ×Fk Speck). Unless X is dened over Fp, X and X
(p)
are in
general not isomorphi. For X an ellipti urve with j-invariant not in Fp we should probably
expet {X} 6= {X(p)} in K0(Stckk). (Note that if we have resolution of singularities then an
abelian variety an be reovered from its lass in K̂0(Spck).)
5 Non-triviality results
We are now going to obtain some results on the non-triviality of {BG} for G a nite group. All
these results require at their basis resolution of singularities so in this setion we shall assume that
k has harateristi zero. In [Ek09a, Prop. 3.3℄ a Grothendiek group L0(Ab) of nitely generated
abelian groups with only the relations {A
⊕
B} = {A} + {B} was introdued. Thus L0(Ab) is
the free abelian group on the indeomposable nitely generated abelian groups {Z} and {Z/pn}
for primes p and n > 0. For eah integer k a ontinuous homomorphism Hk(−) : K̂0(Spck) →
L0(Ab) was dened haraterised by the property that H
k({X}/Lm) = {Hk+2m(X,Z)}, where
X is smooth and proper.
Remark: This as it stands makes sense only when k = C as only then does Hk(X,Z) exist.
Otherwise, we an still dene {Hk(X,Z)} as bk(X){Z}+
∑
p{tor(H
k(X,Zp))}.
We dene Lf0(Ab) as the subgroup of L0(Ab) spanned by the lasses of nite groups. In
general any element of L0(Ab) an be written uniquely as m{Z}+ a where a ∈ L
f
0(Ab) and we
all a the torsion part of the element and m{Z} its torsion free part and that the element is
torsion free if a = 0 and torsion of m = 0.
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Theorem 5.1 Let G be a nite group. Then
• Hk({BG}) = 0 for k > 0,
• H0({BG}) = {Z},
• H−1({BG}) = 0,
• H−2({BG}) = {B0(G)∨}, where B0(G) is the subgroup of H2(G,Q/Z) onsisting of those
elements that map to zero upon restrition to all abelian subgroups of G (and B0(G)
∨
its
dual as a nite group) and
• Hk({BG}) ∈ Lf0 (Ab) for k < 0.
Proof: Choose a faithful linear representation V of G of dimension n. By the ontinuity of
Hk and by Proposition 3.1 we have that for large m (the size depending on k) Hk({BG}) =
{Hk+2nm({V m/G})}. Using ompatiation and resolution of singularities we may write {Vm/G}
as a linear ombination
∑
i ni{Xi} of lasses of smooth and proper varieties all of dimension
≤ dim(V m/G) = 2nm and then Hk({BG}) =
∑
i{H
k+2nm(Xi,Z)}. As dimXi ≤ 2nm for all i
we immediately get that Hk({BG}) = 0 for k > 0. Let X be a smooth and proper variety bira-
tional to V m/G. We an then be more preise and write {Vm/G} as {X}+
∑
i n
′
i{X
′
i}, where the
X ′i are smooth and proper of dimensions < 2mn. Hene {H
2nm(X ′i,Z)} = {H
2nm−1(X ′i,Z)} = 0
and onsequently H0({BG}) = {H2nm(X,Z)} = {Z} and H−1({BG}) = {H2nm−1(X,Z)}.
Now, X being unirational is simply-onneted and by Poinaré duality {H2nm−1(X,Z)} =
{H1(X,Z)} = 0. Similarly, {H2nm−2(X ′i,Z)} is torsion free and hene the torsion part of
H−2({BG}) is equal to the torsion part of {H2nm−2(X,Z)}. Now by Poinaré duality the tor-
sion of {H2nm−2(X,Z)} is dual to the torsion of {H3(X,Z)} whih is the (ohomologial) Brauer
group of X modulo its divisible part. However, as X is unirational the divisible part is zero so
that the torsion of {H3(X,Z)} is the Brauer group. This is a birational invariant and dened
diretly in terms of the invariant eld k(V m)G as the unramied Brauer group. This group is
isomorphi to B0(G) (f., [Bo97, Thm. 3.1℄).
Thus what remains to be shown is that Hk({BG}) ∈ Lf0 (Ab) for k 6= 0. Reall (f., [Ek09a,
Prop. 3.2℄) that if we ompose Hk(−) with the map −
⊗
Q : L0(Ab) → L0(Q−ve) given by
{A}
⊗
Q = {A
⊗
Q} (and L0(Q−ve) is the Grothendiek group of nite dimensional Q-vetor
spaes) then for x ∈ K̂0(Spck) we have that (−1)
kHk(x)
⊗
Q is the weight k-part of χc(x). (More
preisely, we have a group homomorphism K0(Cohk) → L0(Q−ve) taking {V } to dimV {Q}
and (−1)kHk(x)
⊗
Q is the image of the weight k-part of χc(x) under this map.) Now, we have
(by Proposition 3.1) that χc({BG}) = 1 and hene is pure of weight 0.
Corollary 5.2 There are nite groups G for whih {BG} 6= 1 in K̂0(Spck) for all elds k.
Proof: It is enough, by the theorem, to nd nite groups G for whih B0(G) 6= 0. The rst
suh examples were given by Saltman, [Sa84, Thm. 3.6℄, and were groups of order p9 for any
prime p (using the denition of B0(G) as the unramied Brauer group). Bogomolov, [Bo97℄,
then obtained the group-ohomologial desription of B0(G) and found examples of order p
6
with non-trivial B0(G), those orders are minimal in terms of divisibility.
5.0.1 Abelian étale groups
We are now going to see if we an go bakwards in our previous arguments onerning {BZ/p}
to detet non-triviality (still in harateristi zero of ourse). We an start with a somewhat
more general situation: We thus onsider a nite étale k-group sheme A and an embedding av
A into a torus T . Provided that T ∈ Zark we then have {BA} = {T/A}/{T } so we need to
obtain some information on {U} for a torus U . Using [CHS05℄ we an nd a (projetive) tori
ompatiationX of U (dened over k). In partiular the omplement of U inX is a divisor with
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normal rossings and we denote by {Xs}s∈S its geometri irreduible omponents (whih are thus
permuted by the Galois group of k). The fat that the Galois ation in general will be non-trivial
makes for instane the inlusion-exlusion formulas a little bit triky and we start by introduing
a formalism that will make them easier to handle. Hene, we reall (f., [Bi04℄) that one denes
the Grothendiek group K0(SpcX) of shemes over a k-sheme X as generated by isomorphism
lasses {Y → X} of shemes over X with relations {Y → X} = {Y \ Y ′ → X} + {Y ′ → X}
for a losed subsheme Y ′ ⊆ Y (we are only going to use this for X a nite étale k-sheme). If
f : X ′ → X is a morphism we have a pushforward map f∗ : K0(SpcX′) → K0(SpcX) given by
omposition with f and a pullbak map f∗ : K0(SpcX) → K0(SpcX′) given by pullbak. The
situations we are going to enounter deal with the ase when X → Speck is nite étale and X ′
is onstruted from X by making some extra hoies. The push forward map will the be written
as a sum over the extra hoies. This notation fulls the expeted formulas, for instane:
• An iterated sum an be replaed a single sum over all the hoies involved, this is transitivity
(fg)∗ = f∗g∗ of pushforward.
• A term not depending on the extra hoies may be moved out of the sum, this is the
projetion formula.
As a rst example, assume that S → Speck is nite étale of rank n and let P(S)→ Speck
be the nite étale map of ags T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tk ⊂ S (of varying length) of sub-k-shemes of
S. Then we put
signS := (−1)
n
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
(−1)k.
This means more expliitly that we rst dene an element (−1)k ∈ K0(SpcP(S)) by writing P(S)
as the disjoint union Pk(S) of ags of length k. We then have pushforward maps indued by
the inlusions Pk(S) ⊆ P(S) and we dene (−1)k as the sum over k of the pushforwards of
(−1)k ∈ K0(SpcPk(S)). This proedure an be written as
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
(−1)k =
∑
k
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
(−1)k =
∑
k
(−1)k
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
1.
With this formalism we get an inlusion-exlusion formula whih looks very muh like the usual
one.
Proposition 5.3 Let X be a k-sheme, S → Speck a nite étale map and X ′ a losed
subsheme of S×X . Let U be the omplement of the union ∪s∈SXs, where s runs over k¯-points
of S and Xs is the bre over s of X
′
, then U is an open k-subsheme of X . Let P(S) → k
be the étale k-sheme of subshemes of S with universal subsheme T ⊆ P(S) × S. If we put
XT := ∩s∈TXs, a losed subsheme of P(S)×X , we have the formula
{U} =
∑
T⊆S
(−1)|T |signT {XT } ∈ K0(Spck).
Proof: Let UT be the omplement in XT of the union of the XT ′ for T ⊂ T ′ ⊆ S. Then XT
is the disjoint union of the UT ′ for T ⊆ T ′ ⊆ S so that we have
{XT} =
∑
T⊆T ′⊆S
{UT ′} = {UT }+
∑
T⊂T ′⊆S
{UT ′} ∈ K0(SpcP(S)).
The rest is then essentially to apply Möbius inversion for this formula taking are to keep trak
of pushforwards. The summation formalism takes are of that however. Thus iterating the above
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formula gives
{UT } = {XT} −
∑
T⊂T1
{UT1} = {XT } −
∑
T⊂T1
{XT1}+
∑
T⊂T1⊂T2
{UT2} = · · · =
∑
T⊂T1⊂···⊂Tk
(−1)k{XTk} =
∑
T⊆T ′
{XT ′}
∑
T⊂T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂T ′
(−1)k =
∑
T⊆T ′
(−1)|T
′\T |signT ′\T {XT ′}
whih applied to T = ∅ gives the proposition.
Remark: i) In [Rö07℄ it is shown that if S is of k-rank n, then signS is equal to (−1)
nλn({S}).
We are not going to use that but only the same formula in a Grothendiek ring of Galois represen-
tations where we shall provide a shorter proof. In that ase λn({Z[S]}) is the signum harater
whih seems oneptually reasonable.
ii) The kind of general Möbius inversion formula obtained in the proposition will be studied
more systematially elsewhere.
We reall ([Ek09a, Thm. 3.4℄) that we have homomorphisms NSk : K̂0(Spck) → L0(Abk),
where L0(Abk) is the Grothendiek group of isomorphism lasses of étale k-group shemes geo-
metrially nitely generated and relations {A
⊕
B} = {A}+ {B}. We shall denote by K0(Abk)
the Grothendiek group of the abelian ategory of ontinuous ations of Gal(k¯/k) on nitely gen-
erated abelian groups. We then have a ontinuous group homomorphism K̂0(Spck)→ K0(Abk)
whih is the omposite of NS and the natural map L0(Abk) → K0(Abk) (taking {A} to {A}).
Unsurprisingly L0(Abk) ontains more information than K0(Abk). One way of extrating more
information is to onsider a ontinuous nite quotient Gal(k¯/k) → G with kernel N and then
regard the maps (−)N , (−)N : L0(Abk) → L0(AbG), where L0(AbG) is generated by isomor-
phism lass of nitely generated G-modules with the sum relation as above, taking {A} to
the (o)invariants under N {AN} (resp. {AN}). (Note that while taking (o)invariants is not
exat it is additive whih is enough to give the indued maps.) We an then ompose with
the natural map L0(AbG) → K0(AbG) (with the obvious meaning of K0(AbG)) to get maps
(−)N , (−)N : L0(Abk) → K0(AbG). Note that we have a ring struture on any K0(Ab?) or
L0(Ab?) haraterised by {A}{B} = {A
⊗
B} when either of A and B are torsion free and
similarly a λ-ring struture (speial on K0(Ab?)) haraterised by λ
i({A}) = {Λi(A)} when A is
torsion free.
In order to get an inlusion-exlusion formula we need to extend NS even further. Hene we
dene, for a nite étale k-sheme, S → Speck, L0(AbS) resp. K0(AbS) as the Grothendiek
group of étale S-group shemes (or equivalently loally onstant sheaves) geometrially nitely
generated (resp. nitely generated and torsion free) and relations {A
⊕
B} = {A}+ {B} (resp.
{C} = {A} + {B} for short exat sequenes 0 → A −→ C −→ B → 0). The maps Numk
and NSk then extend to this situation. For a map f : S → T of nite étale k-shemes the
diret and inverse images indue maps f∗ : L0(AbS) → L0(AbT ), f∗ : K0(AbS) → K0(AbT ),
f∗ : L0(AbT ) → L0(AbS) and f∗ : K0(AbT ) → K0(AbS). Furthermore, the expeted relations
hold; transitivity (fg)∗ = g∗f∗ and (fg)
∗ = g∗f∗ and the projetion formula xf∗y = f∗(f
∗xy).
Beause of these relations we may (and shall) use the summation formalism also for L0(Ab−)
and K0(Ab−).
Lemma 5.4 i) Pushforwards and pullbaks ommute with NSk and Numk.
ii) If x ∈ K0(Spck) is in the subgroup generated by lasses of zero-dimensional shemes, then
NSk(xy) = NS0(x)NSk(y) for all y ∈ K0(Spck).
iii) If S is a nite étale k-sheme of rank n, then Num0(signS) = {detZ[S]} andNum
k(signS) =
0 for k 6= 0.
Proof: The rst part is lear as if k is algebraially losed, pushforward and pullbak are
expressed in terms of disjoint unions resp. diret sums, CH∗(−) and H∗(−, Ẑ) takes disjoint
unions to diret sums and the Galois ations are ompatible.
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To prove the seond part we may redue to the ase when x = {S} and in that ase xy =
f∗f
∗y, where f : S → Speck is the struture map. Thus the rst part shows that NSk(xy) =
f∗f
∗NSk(y) = f∗1 · NS
k(y) and as 1 = NS0(1) we onlude by another appliation of the rst
part.
As for the last part, that Numk(signS) = 0 for k 6= 0 is lear and we have, by the rst part
and the fat that Num0(1) = 1 ∈ K0(AbU ) for any étale k-sheme U ,
Num0(signS) = (−1)
n
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
(−1)kNum0(1) = (−1)n
∑
T1⊂···⊂Tk−1⊂S
(−1)k.
Now the sum runs over the simplies of the baryentri subdivision of the boundary of the n-
simplex, where we ount also the empty simplex. However, there is an extra sign so the sum
is minus the equivariant Euler harateristi of the redued homology of the n-sphere. This
homology is just Z in degree n− 1 where the symmetri group ats by the signature harater.
In general there is no partiular relation between these lambda ring strutures, the NSk and
the lambda ring struture on K0(Spck) but something an be said for speial elements. Hene
we dene ArtLk ⊂ K̂0(Spck) as the losure of the ring of nite sums
∑
i aiL
i
where the ai are
linear integral ombinations of lasses of zero-dimensional shemes.
Denition-Lemma 5.5 For x ∈ K̂0(Spcx) put NSs(x) :=
∑
k NS
k(x)sk ∈ L0(Abk)((s−1)).
i) If x ∈ ArtLk and y ∈ K̂0(Spck) then NSs(xy) = NSs(x)NSs(y).
ii) If we give L0(Abk)((s
−1)) a lambda ring struture by requiring the λi to be ontinuous
and λi(xsj) = λi(x)sij then for x ∈ ArtLk we have NSs(λi(x)) = λi(NSs(x)).
Proof: By ontinuity and additivity of the NSk for the rst part we are redued to the ase
when x = aLi and y = bLj with a ∈ ArtLk and b ∈ K0(Spck) in whih ase it follows from the
denition of NSk and Lemma 5.4.
For the seond part assume rst that the statement is true for x a linear integral ombina-
tion of lasses of zero-dimensional shemes. If x =
∑
i aiL
i
we have (where we extend NSs to
K̂0(Spck)[[t]] by NSs(
∑
i xit
i) =
∑
iNSs(xi)t
i
), using that Nums is a ring homomorphism on
ArtL (whih follows from the rst part)
NSs(λt(x)) = NSs(λt(
∑
i
aiL
i)) = NSs(
∏
i
λLit(ai)) =
∏
i
λsit(NSs(ai)) = λt(
∑
i
NSs(ai)s
i) = λt(NSs(x)).
What then remains to be shown is that NS0(λi({S})) = λi(NS0({S})) for a nite étale k-sheme
S. As we already know that NS0 is a ring homomorphism on the subgroup spanned by suh
lasses it is enough to show the same formula for σi instead of λi. In that ase σi({S}) = {Si/Σi},
NS0({S}) = Z[S], NS0(σi({S})) = Z[Si/Σi] and σi({Z[S]}) = {SiZ[S]} and we have a natural
isomorphism SiZ[S] = Z[Si/Σi].
Theorem 5.6 Let U be an n-dimensional k-torus with oharater group M onsidered as a
Gal(k¯/k)-module.
i) NSk({U})K = (−1)n−k{Λn−k(M)} ∈ K0(AbG), where G is the image of Gal(k¯/k) in
Aut(M) and K is the kernel of the map Gal(k¯/k).
ii) If ∆ is an étale k-sheaf of fans inM whih give a smooth and proper tori ompatiation
of U , S the sheaf of rays of ∆ and f : Z[S] → M the surjetive map indued from the inlusion
S ⊂M then NSn−1(U) = {ker f} − {Z[S]} ∈ L0(Abk).
Proof: Let N be the harater group of U (whih is the dual of M). It is a fat (f., [Fu93,
Thm. p. 102℄) that over k¯ the yle lass map CHk(Y )
⊗
Zp → H2k(Y,Zp) is an isomorphism for
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any smooth and projetive tori variety Y . This means that we have NSk({Y }) = {CHk(Y )} ∈
L0(Abk). Here we let CH
k(Y ) be the étale group sheme with CHk(Y )(k¯) = CHk(Yk¯) with its
natural Galois ation.
For the rst part we shall work exlusively with G-modules and we shall suppress (−)K ,
note that we have CHk(X)K = CH
k(X) and similarly for H2k(−, Ẑ). Now, given a smooth and
proper tori k-variety Y orresponding to a harater group N with a Galois ation and a fan
(we think of a fan as its set of faes) ∆ in the dual of N invariant under the Galois group we
have (f., [Da78, 10℄) that the Chow ring of Yk¯ is isomorphi to SR∆/(N), where SR∆ is the
Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆ and the map N → SR∆ is dened as follows: By denition we have a
map Z[S]→ SR∆ into the degree 1-part, where S is the set of rays of the fan ∆. The elements of
N give funtions of S by evaluating n ∈ N on the integral generator of a ray. This gives a map
N → Z[S]∗ = Z[S]. All these maps respet the ation of the Galois group. Furthermore, a basis
for N give a regular sequene in SR∆ so that the Koszul omplex for N → SR∆ is exat. We
an then perform the standard omputation of the Hilbert series of SR∆/(N), where one splits
up the monomial basis of it by its support, a fae of ∆. This gives the following equalities of
K0(AbG)-valued Hilbert series
Hilb(CH(Y )) = λ−s({N})Hilb(SR∆) = λ−s({N})
∑
T∈∆
s|T |σs({Z[T ]}), (4)
where T runs over the faes of ∆ (and as before the summation is interpreted as a pushforward
from the étale k-sheme of faes of ∆, where ∆ is the étale sheme of faes of ∆, or equivalently
U -orbits on Y ).
We want to ombine this with Proposition 5.3 and as the intersetion of the divisors is empty
when the index set of the intersetion is not a fae we do not have to sum over all subsets, only
faes. Suppose thus that T is a fae. Then the intersetion YT is a smooth tori variety whose
torus has harater group NT whih is the kernel of the surjetive evaluation map N → Z[T ]
and hene using (4) and standard formulas for lambda rings
Hilb(CH(YT )) = λ−s({NT })
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
s|T
′\T |σs({Z[T
′ \ T ]}) =
λ−s({N})σs({Z[T ]})
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
s|T
′\T |σs({Z[T
′ \ T ]}) = λ−s(N)
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
s|T
′\T |σs({Z[T
′]}).
Using Proposition 5.3 we get (where we use signT also for NS
0(signT ))
NSs(U) = λ−s({N})
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
(−1)|T |signT s
|T ′\T |σs({Z[T
′]}) =
λ−s({N})
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
(−1)|T |signT t
|T ′\T |σs({Z[T
′]}).
The sum may then be rewritten as
∑
T⊆T ′∈∆
(−1)|T |signT s
|T ′\T |σs({Z[T
′]}) =
∑
T ′∈∆
(−1)|T
′|signT ′σs({Z[T
′]})
∑
T⊆T ′
signT ′\T (−s)
|T ′\T |,
where we have used that signT ′ = signT ′signT ′\T and sign
2
T ′ = 1. Now,
∑
T⊆T ′
signT ′\T (−s)
|T ′\T | =
∑
0≤k≤m
(−s)m−k
∑
T⊆T ′
|T |=m−k
signT =
∑
0≤k≤m
(−s)k
∑
T⊆T ′
|T |=k
signT ,
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wherem := |T ′|, and the inner sum is just {ΛkZ[T ′]} so that the full sum is equal to λ−s({Z[T ′]}).
This gives
Nums(U) = λ−s({N})
∑
T ′∈∆
(−1)|T
′|signT ′σs({Z[T
′]})λ−s({Z[T
′]}) =
λ−s({N})
∑
T ′∈∆
(−1)|T
′|signT ′ .
The sum is the redued Euler harateristi of ∆ (again with an extra sign) onsidered as a
simpliial omplex (it is unoriented whih is the reason why one has to insert the signT ′). Now,
∆ is a triangulation of the sphere of diretions of M
⊗
R so that its redued homology is
onentrated in degree n− 1 and is Z there. In general if V is an n-dimensional real vetor spae
and S its sphere of diretions (i.e., V \ {0} modulo rays) then there is a anonial identiation
Hn−1(S,R) = Λ
nV . Hene, in our ase the Galois ation on Hn−1(∆,R) is the same as the
ation on Λn(M)
⊗
R. However, as the ation on both Hn−1(∆,Z) and Λ
n(M) are given by
haraters this implies that Hn−1(∆,Z) ∼= Λn(M) and thus
∑
T ′∈∆
(−1)T
′
signT ′ = (−1)
nλn({M})
giving
Nums(U) = λ−s({N})λ
n({M})(−1)n
and separating powers of t gives
Numk({U}) = (−1)n+k−1{ΛkN
⊗
ΛnM}.
Now, the wedge produt gives isomorphisms Λn−kM = (ΛkM)∨
⊗
ΛnM and as we also have
natural isomorphisms (ΛkM)∨ = ΛkM∨ = ΛkN we get
Numk({U}) = (−1)n+k{Λn−k(M)} = (−1)n−k{Λn−k(M)}
whih proves the rst part.
As for the seond part we hoose again a tori ompatiation X of U and apply NSk to
the formula of Proposition 5.3 for k = n − 1. Using that CHn−1(Y ) = 0 if dimY < n − 1
and CHn−1(Y ) = Z[S] if dimY = n − 1 and S the k-sheme of n − 1-dimensional irreduible
geometri omponents we get that
NSn−1({U}) = {CHn−1(X)} − {Z[S]},
where S is the sheme of irreduible geometri omponents of X \ U (or equivalently the rays
of the fan ∆ of X). Now, multipliation in the Chow ring gives a perfet duality (as the Chow
groups tensored with Ẑ is the ohomology of X) between CHn−1(X) and CH1(X) = Pic(X). As
a split torus has trivial Piard group we get an exat sequene
0→ N −→ Z[S] −→ Pic(X)→ 0
and dualising gives an exat sequene
0→ CHn−1(X) −→ Z[S] −→M → 0
whih nishes the proof.
To be able to formulate the next theorem let us introdue an involution (−)∨ of K0(Ab?)
given by {A}∨ = {HomZ(A,Z)} − {Ext
1
Z(A,Z)}. In partiular, if A is nite we have that
{A}∨ = −{Hom(A,Q/Z)}, i.e., minus the usual dual of A.
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Theorem 5.7 Let A be a nite étale ommutative k-group sheme. If G is the image ofGal(k¯/k)
in Aut(A) then NSs({BA}) = λ−s−1 ({A}) ∈ K0(AbG).
Proof: We shall onsistently onfuse étale ommutative k-group shemes with representations
of Gal(k¯/k) (and generally étale k-shemes with Gal(k¯/k)-sets). Further, as we shall only on-
sider suh sets for whih the ation fators throughG we shall also onfuse with G-representations
(G-sets). Pik a k-subsheme S of A′ suh that it generates A′ (we may hoose S = A′). This
gives us a surjetive homomorphism of étale sheaves N := Z[S] → A′ and let N ′ be its kernel.
Let T resp. T ′ be the k-tori orresponding to N resp. N ′. In partiular T is the torus of units in
Γ(S,OS) so that T ∈ Zar. The exat sequene 0→ N ′ −→ N −→ A′ → 0 gives an exat sequene
of group shemes 0→ A −→ T −→ T ′ → 0 and hene, as T ∈ Zar, we have {BA} = {T ′}{T }−1.
If we let M resp. M ′ be the oharater groups of T resp. T ′ (i.e., the duals of N resp. N ′)
we get from Theorem 5.6 that NSs({T }) = snλ−s−1({M}) (resp. NSs({T
′}) = snλ−s−1({M
′}))
where n := dimT = dim T ′. In [Rö07℄ a formula for {T } ∈ K0(Spck) is proven whih implies
that {T } ∈ ArtLk. Hene by Lemma 5.5 we have
NSs({BA}) = NSs({T
′})NSs({T })
−1 = λ−s−1 ({M
′})λ−s−1({M})
−1
and as dualising the exat sequene 0 → N ′ −→ N −→ A′ → 0 gives us an exat sequene
0→M −→M ′ −→ A→ 0 we have
λ−s−1({M
′})λ−s−1({M})
−1 = λ−s−1({M
′} − {M}) = λ−s−1 ({A}).
From this theorem it follows that there are many étale group shemes A (over suitable elds
k) for whih {BA} 6= 1. In fat, by the loalisation sequene of algebrai K-theory, for any nite
group G the kernel of the map K0(AbZ[G]) → K0(AbQ[G]) is generated by lasses of torsion
G-modules and this kernel is often non-trivial. Then for any torsion G-module A whose lass
{A} ∈ K0(AbG) is non-trivial and any eld k whose Galois group has G as a quotient we get an
étale group sheme A for whih {BA} is dierent from 1. We ontent ourselves by noting that
Swan's example does indeed give a non-triviality result also in our ontext.
Corollary 5.8 {BZ/47Z} 6= 1 in K̂0(SpcQ).
Proof: (The alulations to follow are of ourse standard but are given for lak of a referene.)
If {BZ/47Z} = 1, then by the theorem λt({µ47}) = 1 in K0(Ab(Z/47Z)∗) and in partiular
{µ47} = 0. Now, the maximal order of Z[Z/23] is Z × Z[ζ23], where ζ23 is a primitive 23'rd
root of unity. Furthermore, the map K0(Z× Z[ζ23])→ K0(Z[Z/23]) indued by the inlusion is
an isomorphism (f., [C-R87, Cor. 39:26℄). The ation of Z[Z/23] fators through the inlusion
Z[Z/23] ⊆ Z × Z[ζ23] (by diret inspetion or as the index of that inlusion is relatively prime
to 47) and by the isomorphism above it is enough to show that {µ47} 6= 0 ∈ K0(Z × Z[ζ23]) =
K0(Z[ζ23]). Now, piking a generator ζ for µ47 we get a surjetive Z/23-equivariant map Z[ζ23]→
µ47 mapping ζ
i
23 to ζ
ia
, where a ∈ (Z/47)∗ is an element of order 23, and its kernel is an ideal I
of Z[ζ23] so that {µ47} = {Z[ζ23]} − {I} and as K0(Z[ζ23]) = Z
⊕
Pic(Z[ζ23]) so that {µ47} 6= 0
preisely when I is non-prinipal. That it is non-prinipal is [Sw69, Thm. 3℄.
Remark: i) The results on the lasses in K0(AbG) are somewhat disappointing from the point
of view of nding invariants as they say in partiular that the values of the NSk are determined
by the lass of the harater group of the torus resp. nite group sheme. They must of ourse
be determined by the harater group itself but the higher invariants ould possibly ontain more
information than the rst one (whih is essentially the lass of the harater group).
In the ase of the invariants in L0(Abk) the situation seems to be dierent however. To
begin with for an n-dimensional torus U with oharater group M it is not neessarily the ase
that NSn−1({U}) = −{M} in L0(Abk). Indeed, onsider a eld for whih we have a quotient
Gal(k¯/k) → Σn with kernel K and let M := Z[{1, 2, . . . , n}]/Z([1] + · · · + [n]). Here we an
ompatify the orresponding torus by using the standard Σn-ation on P
n−1
and twisting by
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the Σn-torsor over k given by the surjetion above. In other words, the generators of the rays
of the fan are exatly the residues of the [i] (and the ones are generated by the images of
{1, 2, . . . , n} minus one element). Then Theorem 5.6 gives that NSn−2(U) is equal to {Z} −
{Z[{1, 2, . . . , n}]}. This is not equal −{M} in L0(Abk). Indeed, if that were the ase we ould
apply HomZ(−,Z) : L0(Abk)→ L0(Abk) to the equality and get that {N} = {Z[{1, 2, . . . , n}]}−
{Z}. Then applying (−)K shows that we would have the same equality in L0(AbΣn). However,
we have a map H1(Σn,−) : L0(AbΣn)→ L0(Ab) and the right hand side maps to zero whereas
H1(Σn, N) 6= 0. Indeed, we have an exat sequene 0 → Z −→ Z[{1, 2, . . . , n}] −→ N → 0
and the long exat sequene of ohomology shows that H1(Σn, N) = Z/n. In this ase however
we have that NSk({U}) = (−1)n−1−kλn−1−k(NSn−2({U})) in L0(Abk). This follows from a
formula (see [Rö07, Rmk. 4.4℄) for {U} in K0(Spck). I doubt that suh a formula would be true
in general.
ii) It seems almost miraulous that the original terms simplify to the atual results. It would
be nie to have a more a priori proof of the nal result. It is lear that one would get the same
result if instead of working over a non-algebraially losed eld, one worked G-equivariantly over
the omplex numbers so that we an use integral ohomology. We then have a G-equivariant
spetral sequene
Ei,j1 =
∏
|T |=i
Hj(XT ,Z) =⇒ H
∗
c (U)
oming from overing the omplement of U by the Xs (and the produt is over all subsets of
S inluding the empty one). (Note that there is an impliit signature harater present in the
G-ation on the E1 as an be seen already in Meyer-Vietoris sequenes.) This spetral sequene
degenerates rationally at the E2-level for weight reasons and as eah H
2n−k
c (U) is pure of weight
2n− 2k (for k ≥ n) only one row ontributes to a given H2n−kc (U). Provided that the E2-term is
torsion free this remains true over the integers and would immediately give the theorem. Torsion
freeness seems plausible; the zeroth row for instane is just the redued hain omplex of the fan
∆ whih is a triangulation of the sphere.
6 Relations with invariant theory
We have seen that the problem on whether {BG} = 1 for a nite group G is losely related to
whether {V/G} = Ln in K0(Spck) for a faithful n-dimensional G-representation V . Considering
some of the examples where we have shown that this formula is true it seems that this should
be related to the rationality of the variety V/G. To see if there is a more preise relation we an
look at the graded ring gr∗K0(Spck) assoiated to the dimension ltration of K0(Spck). If we
let Birnk be the set of birational equivalene lasses of n-dimensional k-varieties, then we have
a surjetive map Z[Birnk] → gr
nK0(Spck) and it is a natural question if it is always injetive.
Indeed, the injetivity for all n of these maps is easily seen to be equivalent to the basi question
(f., [LL03, Q. 1.2℄) of Larsen and Lunts. If this is so, then the relation {V/G} = Ln in K0(Spck)
does indeed imply that V/G is rational. Similarly, the graded ring assoiated to K0(Spck)
′
is
equal to the graded ring assoiated to K0(Spck)[L
−1] and is isomorphi to (gr0K0(Spck)
′)[L−1].
If SBirk is equal to the stable equivalene lasses of varieties (reall that two varieties X and Y
are stably birational if X ×Am is birational to Y ×An for suitable m and n) then we have a
surjetion Z[SBirk] → gr0K0(Spck)
′
given by [X ] 7→ {X}L−dimX . If it is a bijetion then we
an onlude that if {V/G} = Ln implies that V/G is stably birational to An.
We do not know anything about the injetivity of these maps. However, we an make one
observation. For a given n we may dene K0(Spck)
≤n
to be the group generated by algebrai
spaes of dimension ≤ n and with the same relations as for K0(Spck) but only involving spaes
of dimension ≤ n. Then the map Z[Birnk] → gr
nK0(Spck)
≤n
is indeed an isomorphism. It an
be heked that our alulations for {V/G} for various V and G an atually be performed in
K0(Spck)
≤n
, where n = dimV , so that they do indeed also show that V/G is rational.
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